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Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors
Master thesis by Jasper Stolte

Abstract- Research into hybrid stepper motors peaked in the
late 1970's, and as such there Is very little recent literature
on the fundamental workings of them. Especially the problem
of parametric instability when driven In open loop Is a poorly
understood phenomenon. Most users just accept It as a given and
stay away from the region of instability. Literature accurately
describing the Instability in hybrid stepper motors is very hard
to find.

This paper demonstrates the effect that causes the instability,
and predicts exactly for what frequency range to expect the open
loop instability. Viscous damping has a very profound stabilising
effect on the stepper motor. A stability criterion is formulated
both for motors without any damping and for motors that do
have damping.

Also, a control strategy is proposed based on adjusting the
amplitude of the voltage source such that it removes energy
from oscillations superimposed on the steady state rotation. The
controller uses an observer to estimate the rotor load angle from
the motor back-emf signals.

List of symbols
R stator resistance [n]
L phase inductance [H]
T torque produced [Nm]
Tl load torque [Nm]
B mechanical friction [Nms]

rad
() absolute rotor angle [rad]
w absolute rotor angular speed [r~d]

V amplitude of applied voltage [ ]
v OI ,13 instantaneous phase voltages [V]
i Ol ,13 instantaneous phase currents [A]
Vd,q instantaneous voltage in (d, q) [V]
id,q instantaneous current in (d, q) [A]
p number of rotor poles [ ]
Am flux linkage due to the magnet [,~~]

I. INTRODUCTION

I.I. Background

ybrid stepper motors are an interesting type of electrical
machine. They are synchronous motors, because the built-in
magnet rotates at the same speed as the input signals. With
the most common drive types, the stepper motor does not
rotate smoothly but rather moves a fixed amount every time the
drive changes the applied voltages. This stepping movement
of stepper motors allows these motors to run without an
incremental encoder or resolver for shaft angle measurement.
Together with other advantages such as good durability, low
price, and non cumulative positional error this makes the
stepper motor suitable for application in scanners, printers and
other computer peripherals.

One of the biggest disadvantages of driving stepper motors
without an incremental encoder is that stepper motors are

This work was conducted at Eindhoven University of Technology under
the supervision of dr. ir. A. Veltman and prof. dr. ir. P.PJ. van den Boscb.

famous for their inherent instability. Apart from the usual
mechanical resonance commonly found in electrical machines
at low frequencies they also suffer from stability problems at
much higher frequencies. This instability is inherent to the
stepper motor and can cause the motor to stall especially
when they are driven in open loop. The precise nature of the
instability was more closely investigated in the 1970's P], [2],
[4], [6].

Stepper motors cannot be driven in the instability region
when they are voltage driven in open loop. A possible solution
to overcome this is to use a current driver, but care must
be taken to have sufficient voltage available to make a good
current driver. The rotating magnet in stepper motors produces
a voltage in the stator windings which is called back-emf, or
just emf for short. Because this voltage opposes the driver
voltage, the remaining voltage to make current drops with
rotation speeds. To force current driving at the frequency
range of instability the available voltage would need to be
impractically high.

Several strategies have been developed to counter the insta
bility, which can be roughly divided into three main groups:

• Adding damping through friction, controllable brakes,
inertial damping, rubber suspension or other mechanical
means. These solutions add some mechanical part to the
stepper motor which takes away energy from growing
oscillations by heating up.

• Adding and/or maximizing electronic damping by choos
ing an appropriate driving scheme. For instance, two
phase on has better damping than one phase on [4]. But
also elaborate electronic circuits have been designed to
increase electronic damping [21].

• Introducing some form of feedback into the system,
and using this feedback to control the stepper motor.
Many schemes have been developed using encoders for
positional feedback, see for instance [17], [18]. Another
option is to use the back-emf voltages produced by
the motor to close the loop [10], [15], [13]. Due to
the ever increasing availability of faster and cheaper
microcontrollers these options are gaining popularity.

This paper proposes a controller which falls into the third
category. Due to the availability of cheap and fast processors
and extra options such as driving with sine shaped voltages
and currents almost all novel controller concepts utilize the
back-emf to close the loop. Nevertheless, in most applications
stepper motors are driven with full-step or half-step current
drivers. This is inspired by the experience with other electric
machines where motor torque is directly proportional to phase
current. In stepper motors this is not always the case.

Viewing the stepper motor from the rotor gives a good
understanding of the instability. The instability appears to
be similar to the instability occurring in turbo-generators.
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Fig. I. Electrical equivalent model of one phase of the stepper motor.

2. STABILITY ANALYSIS

The equations governing the electrical phase equivalents can
easily be deduced. Next to the 'electrical' equations there is
also a basic equation for the torque that is produced by the

. dia d
(la)Va RZa + Ldj" + dt (Amcos(pB))

di{3 d
(Ib)V{3 Ri{3 + LdI + dt (Amsin(pB))

T -pAm (iasin(pB) - i{3cos(pB)) (Ic)

stepper motor, which consists of the phase currents compared
to the direction of the magnet flux represented by pB. All three
equations are stated together in (I).

2.2. State space model

To have a good basis for mathematical analysis of the
system a state space model is built from (I). The phase currents
are chosen as states for the electrical part of the system, and
for the mechanical part the rotor angular speed and rotor angle
are used. Rewriting (I) into state space format yields (2).

The standard model views the motor in (a, (3) coordinates as
then the currents correspond to the two actual phase currents
of the two phase hybrid stepper motor. For further analysis
it can be advantageous to view the motor from a different
system of coordinates, the (d, q) coordinate system, that rotates
synchronously with the rotor. In the (d, q) coordinate system
the rotor and thus the permanent magnet flux will have a fixed
orientation. Due to the transformatian the magnet flux always
points in the same direction as the d-axis which will lead to
an easier analysis of the dynamics. The coordinate transform
is shown graphically in figure 2.

The (d, q) coordinate system makes one rotation for every
cycle of the electrical signals in the motor. This is closely
related to the number of rotor teeth p, since the electrical

Note that this model does not include advanced effects such
as magnetic saturation or hysteresis. For small hybrid stepper
motors driven within specifications these effects do not playa
significant role. The detent torque is neglected here as well as
it is negligible compared to the torque produced by the phase
currents.

A different effect that does have a significant impact on
stepper motor dynamics is the frequency depence of the phase
impedance. The skin effect is quite noticable in stepper motors.
Due to the skin effect at higher frequencies the field lines
will concentrate themselves in the outer layer of the material.
That means less material is actually available, such that the
impedance changes. The real part of the phase impedance
which is modeled by resistance R increases significantly with
frequency while the imaginary pary modeled by the motor
inductance L decreases significantly with frequency. The skin
effect can be included in models by actually making Rand L
dependent of the applied frequency or by introducing ladder
networks. Including skin effect will make any model more
accurate. However, since doing so only complicates things and
does not improve understanding of the instability phenomenon
the effect is left out here.

The per phase model of figure I is also applicable for
permanent magnet stepper motors and variable reluctance
stepper motors. Because the principle of operation for variable
reluctance motors is different their equations for torque are
different, and they are not considered in this paper.
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1.2. Contributions

Although other publications have observed the phenomenon
of instability, there is no easily understandable physical ex
planation for it. This paper not only shows when to expect
instability, but also gives an intuitive explanation as to what
causes it. Based on this understanding a control strategy is
being proposed to counter the effects of instability.

In turbo-generators the instability is controlled by adding a
physical damping cage which suppresses oscillations superim
posed on the synchronous frequency. The damping cage only
produces torque when there is a difference in rotation speed
between itself and the applied field. This paper proposes a
control method that aims to add a simulated damping cage by
interacting with the applied field and the phase currents the
same way a physical damping cage in the motor would have.
To achieve this the phase currents are measured and used to
control the applied phase voltages.

2.1. Basic model

Most hybrid stepper motors have two phases, which are
mounted orthogonally to eachother, with respect to the mag
netic field in the motor. When there are more than two phases
it is possible to rewrite the model as a two phase model so
in this paper only the two-phase model is considered. Each
of the phases consists of a set of coils wound around salient
iron structures. These coils have linked flux with the rotor
magnet, and this magnetic coupling enables the motor to
produce torque. The coils are modeled by an inductance L
with a series resistance R modelling the winding resistance as
well as possible added forcing resistance. The phase model is
completed with an added voltage source representing the emf
induced by the rotation of the magnet on the rotor. The model
described is shown in figure I.

1.3. Outline

The paper will start with a general stability analysis in
section (2). An intuitive approach to the instability in stepper
motors is given, and stability criteria are formulated. In the
last section a controller and observer are demonstrated that
stabilise the motor by adjusting the amplitude of the input
voltage.

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 2
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o
o

sin(p8)
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o
o

~ ) ( un/L )1 u[3/ L
o -TtlJ

(3)

a

The graphical representation of the applied voltages is
shown in figure 3. Note that the permanent magnet flux <Pm
is always pointing in the direction of the d-axis due to the
transfonnation of coordinates from (a, /3) to (d, q). The angle
<5 indicates the angle the applied voltage vector is ahead of the
d-axis, and therefore the angle between the applied voltage and
the permanent magnet flux.

q

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the transfonnation from (a, f3) coordi
nates to (d, q) coordinates. The (d, q) coordinate system rotates p (the number
of rotor teeth) times per period of e, so it rotates once per full period of the
electrical signals in steady state operation.

signals make one full cycle to move the rotor by one tooth.
Therefore the (d, q) system makes p rotations per period of
rotor angle 8. The equations realising the transfonnation of
figure 2 are given in (4).

<Pm d

Fig. 3. The angle {, is defined as the angle the applied voltage vector is
ahead of the permanent magnet flux, which is always parallel to the d-axis.

The result of applying the coordinate transfonn (4) on the
stepper motor model (2) is a neW state space model in which
the orientation between the currents id and i q and the rotor
magnet flux direction is fixed. The resulting model is given as
(3).

In (3) the phase voltages have not yet been filled in, and are
still in (a, /3) coordinates. For this analysis it is assumed the
applied voltage is of sinusoidal shape, which greatly simplifies
the analysis. This is not a big constraint since for true steady
state operation the phase currents need to be sinusoidal, for
which a sinusoidal shaped voltage is needed as well. For steady
state rotation the applied frequency should be p times the
angular frequency of the rotor. In that case the applied voltage
vector becomes a constant vector in the (d, q) coordinate
system. A load angle <5 is included to obtain the required
torque. The resulting steady state voltages are described by
(5).

2.3. Finding the operating point

If the voltages given in (5) are applied to the system of (3)
the resulting system is given by (6). The steady state values
for id, i q and <5 can be derived from (6) by setting ~ =
~ = ~ = O. In steady state the load angle <5 will become
a constant yielding a surprisingly simple and elegant system
of equations. Of course, a meaningful solution can only be
found when the stepper motor can produce enough torque to
overcome both the friction and the load torque. When this is
the case steady state operation is described by (7).

(7a)

(7b)

X

Bw+Tt

PAm
pAmRw (Bw+TdvR2+ w2£2

::-:-~~:::::;;==:;;:=:::;;: + ~~-----=.cC-..:-_.:....-_

V JR2 + p2w2L2 PAmV

<5 arcsin (X) + arctan (~L)
. pwL. V (£)
Zd R Zq + R cos U (7c)

The calculations of these operating points are shown in
appendix I. The formulas for the operating points are rather

(5)
UQ: = V cos(pwt + <5) = V cos(p8 + <5)
u[3 = V sin(pwt + <5) = V sin(p8 + <5)

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 3
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pw
-R/L
pAm/J

o

o
-pAm/L
-B/J

1

Vcos(o)/L )
V sin(o)/L

-TtlJ
o

(6)

cumbersome, and do not give insight into the dynamics di
rectly. To gain better understanding it is useful to start analysis
with a more simple version, setting the mechanical friction
parameter B and the load torque Tl to zero. In this case the
stepper motor does not have to deliver any torque in steady
state, and therefore iq will be zero as well. When B and Tl
are set to zero, (7) reduces to (8).

(
PAmRw) pwLo= arcsin + arctan (-R )

V JR2 + p2w2£2

. V s:
td = R COSu

(8a)

(8b)

q

~
-:; L
I
I
I,,,,,,
'L

--------'+ - - -v, - - -- cllm.----...
d

2.4. Local stability

Once an operating point has been established the local
stability of this point can be analysed using a linearised version
of the stepper motor model. The Iinearised version of (6)
is given in (9). The local stability can be determined by
inspection of the eigenvalues of (9). In this paper, the stability
for the 17PM-K223 motor by Minebea is examined more
closely. The motor parameters for this motor are listed in table
I.

Note that when stepper motors are voltage driven it is
appropriate to scale the voltage with frequency (Volts per
Hertz drive), so the current is approximately the same for all
frequencies. Because this only makes the stability analysis less
transparant and does not make a fundamental difference for the

As a function of frequency, the load angle 0 starts at
zero, and asymptotically increases to its limit value of
arcsin( ~r )+ ~. Note that when B = 0 and 0 < ~r < 1
the argument of the arcsine will always be smaller than I
meaning that there is always a valid (but not necessarily stable)
operating point for O. When RJr becomes larger than I, there
will be a frequency at which the argument for the arcsine
becomes larger than I as well, showing that no meaningful
steady state solution is possible. Physically this means the emf
generated by the magnet will become too large compared to
the applied voltage.

Also note that the maximum feasible value (also for B > 0)
for the load angle 0 is 71", as both the arcsine function and the
arctangent function have ~ as maximum output. This agrees
with general motor theory which dictates maximum power is
produced when the voltage vector is 180 degrees ahead of the
magnet. In practice this point is metastable such that due to
noise the motor cannot be driven at the maximum power point
in steady state. A practical example of a steady state voltage
vector for a stepper with a load torque is shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Voltage in the motor based on various components. The total voltage
vector is the sum of Vq and Yd. Note that i q > 0 in this case which means that
the motor produces torque, so there is either a load torque or some friction.

n
H
V
N-m·s-rad- 1

R
L
V
B
p
J

Am

5.5
7.4.10-3

12
o
50
2.8 - 10-6

1.4. 10-3

TABLE I

PARAMETERS FOR THE MINEBEA 17PM-K223 WHEN IT IS VOLTAGE

DRIVEN AT 12V. NOTE THAT AT LOW FREQUENCIES THIS MEANS THE

CURRENT WILL BE FAR MORE THAN THE RATED CURRENT OF 0.6 A.

analysis a constant voltage amplitude is used here. The poles
resulting from these parameters as a function of frequency are
shown in 5.

Obviously, there are four poles for the system as there are
four states. The root locus as shown in figure 5 is typical for
stepper motor behaviour as it shows two poles in the far left
halfplane, and two poles more close to the origin. The two
poles in the far left are associated with the electrical circuit,
and are influenced only little by the mechanical part of the
system. The two poles closer to the origin are associated with
the mechanical part of the system and their trajectories are
greatly influenced by both the electrical parameters and the
mechanical parameters. These poles are the ones that cause
instability since their real parts can become positive which
results in an instable operating point. The trajectories of these
poles are magnified in figure 6.

From this plot it can be seen that the motor is stable for low
frequencies, but when the stator excitation frequency becomes
higher at some point the poles from the linearised system will
travel into the right half plane making the motor behaviour
unstable. From literature it becomes clear that the frequency

(8c)iq = 0

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 4
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-pw

o
o

pw

-R/L
pAm/J

o

piq
-(pid + pAm/ L)

-BIJ
1

pVsin(o)/L
-pVcos(o)/L

o
o

(9)

OJI

0.6

0.4

-<l.4

-<l.6

-<l.S

:Aoo'c-.......,_1:Ocoo,-----600~---:-500::-:--_400~---::-300O-:---200~----:,00'c---'----:-!,00--
Fig. 5. Root locus in the s-plane of the linearised system (9) as a function
of frequency w.

2.5. Introducing damping to the system

When the damping B is not equal to zero, which is
physically reasonable, the full equations of (7) have to be
taken into account. Introducing damping means torque has to
be delivered by the motor for steady state rotation. Therefore
the iq needs to be greater, and to realise that the load angle
owill be greater as well. Because the load angle increases id
wi 11 be smaller.

Due to the damping term for increasing frequency the ar
gument of the arcsine function in (7a) will eventually become
greater than one such that there will be no feasible value for
o. Physically this means the motor cannot produce the torque
needed to overcome the damping torque and will stall (pull
out frequency). The root locus for the system with a damping
parameter of B = 5 ·10-5 N-m-s-rad- t is shown in figure
7.

2OOOr-----,--~--~--~--._-~,---__.

1500

2000,--~--~--~--~--,--~---,

Fig. 6. Zoomed in view of figure 5 on the poles close to the origin. Note that
the real part of these poles starts in the left half plane, and at some frequency
cross the boundary into the right half plane. For very high frequency the poles
will approach zero but stay in the right half plane.

for which this happens is closely linked to the ratio between
the phase resistance R and the phase inductance L [I], [5].
The instability will occur when pw > ¥. The precise reason
for this was so far not given in literature, but this will be
explained in subsection 7.

Note that the instability occurs even in this simple model
with a sinusoidal voltage drive. That means the instability is
not caused by the stepped way of driving the stepper motor
but rather it is a feature inherent to the stepper motor itself.

-500

-'000

-2COO-5QL.----..--'O,-----_3O:'c----_
2
L..
0
--_-,','0---'----'10,-------"20

Ro"_

-1500

Fig. 7. Locus of K223 motor as a function of frequency with a damping
parameter B of 5·10-5 N-m-s-rad- I . The locus shows the same behaviour
as the locus without damping from figure 6 but it is shifted somewhat to the
left.

1000

500

The root locus for the system with damping resembles
the root locus from the system without damping from figure
6 closely. The main difference lies in a shift of the locus
as a whole to the left. The horizontal breakaway at high
frequency is caused by the system not having a feasible steady
state solution. Because the locus is shifted to the left there
is now another stable region for higher frequencies, which
concurs with findings in literature [I], [2]. When the damping
parameter is increased even further the whole locus will be
in the left half plane so the motor is stable over the whole
frequency range.

So the instability problem could be solved by adding extra
damping to the system, which is a very simple thing to do. The
price that is payed for adding extra damping is that the damper

2010

P
h

-20 -10---30

1500

1000

500

!

i
f

-500

-'000

-'500

-2000
-50
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Root led for varying Inertia
2000,----~--~-....:.:.-,:-=---=---.::..:.-..:.,.-----,--...,.......-___,

·~50·l---"-:':O---:.30:---'2=O---!..'O;:---~---;;'O;----;20
R... port

Fig. 8. Locus change for two different inertias. The red locus is the same
as in previous experiments, while the blue locus is associated with a 50%
increase in inertia.

(10)
v . <5 pAmwR

i q = sm( - 1>0) - R2 2 2L2VR2 + p2w 2L2 + P w

The second part of (10) is the emf contribution to i q , which
is only dependent of system parameters and rotor speed w. It is
not dependent of the source voltage or load angle at which the
motor operates. The contribution of the second part including
its first and second derivate with respect to rotor speed ware
shown in figure 9.

The emf contribution to i q is a curve similar to the torque
curve of an induction machine. The contribution is symmet
rical around w = 0, and has maximum values for pw = ± ~.

The first derivative of the emf contribution with respect to w
is negative around w = °which means that rising rotor speed
w will lead to falling current in the q-axis and thus to lower
torque being produced. This will cause the rotor speed to fall
again, and therefore is a stabilising effect. However, when the
frequency rises above the threshold of pw = ± ~ the change
in i q will produce a torque that amplifies the change in rotor
speed, such that the effect is destabilising.

Whether or not the motor actually becomes instable above
pw = ±~ depends on the rest of the system. The linearised
version of the system becomes unstable when at least one of
the eigenvalues of the linearised system matrix has positive
real value. It is possible to analyse the eigenvalues of the
linearised matrix analytically, which results in an analytical
expression for the instability boundary. The calculation of this

2.7. Making sense of instability

This subsection aims to give a good intuitive understanding
what causes the instability, and at what frequencies to expect
it. From literature it is known that in many stepper motors the
instability region starts at a frequency ofpw = ~. Sometimes
however, the frequency at which instability starts is much
higher. Why the instabilty normally starts at pw = ~, and
why it sometimes deviates is not explained by earlier work.
Through more thorough analysis of the linearised system a
relatively simple equation can be obtained showing when to
expect instability.

It is important to understand what effect physically causes
the instability in the first place. When the motor is rotating
in steady state, and there is a small disturbance in the rotor
angular speed w the emf produced by the magnet will be
slightly larger for positive deviation, and slightly smaller for
negative deviation. This emf difference leads to a change in
the total voltage over the phases, and through this to deviating
phase currents. The torque produced by the motor is directly
dependent of the current in the q-axis of the motor. Now if
an initial increase in the rotor speed w leads to a decreasing
iq the motor will produce less torque which will cause w to
decrease again, thus having a stabilising effect. However for
higher frequencies an increase in the rotor speed will lead to
an emf vector causing an increase of i q which can cause the
motor to become unstable.

To see when this happens we consider an intermediate result
for i q as calculated in appendix (I). The equation of interest
is (21), which is restated here as (10).

·'000

Note that although the stability of the motor does not depend
on the inertia the system performance will be degraded for
high rotating inertias. The maximum acceleration of the system
will be limited by the ratio of available torque and inertia
which will drop for higher inertias. And due to the longer
transients the time to reach steady state rotation will increase.

,,..

,,..

i

I

2.6. Almost no stability dependence on inertia

It is very interesting to note that the stepper motor qualita
tive behaviour depends only very little of the rotating inertia.
The exact relation between inertia and stability is demonstrated
in section 7 and appendix II, but for now can be neglected.
This means that the frequency at which the instability occurs
does not depend on the inertia attached to the rotor. Of
course, the inertia does have an effect on the quantitative
behaviour of the system with more inertia leading to a slower
system as a whole. This is reflected in the root locus as
well, which does not change in shape for different inertias.
What actually happens is that for larger inertias the whole
root locus is compressed towards zero. This means the poles
will always be closer to the imaginary axis which results in
lower eigenfrequencies. Since the absolute damping remains
the same, the relative damping decreases when the inertia
increases. Therefore it will take longer for transients to die
away, even though the motor is still stable. The root locus for
two different inertias is shown in figure 8.

will be dissipating energy also at frequencies where there
was no instability. This energy is lost, which makes adding
dampers inefficient. Apart from that the braking torque caused
by the Bw becomes large for high frequencies, meaning
that the motor will stall for much lower frequencies than it
would without this damping. Another form of damping is
inertial damping, which does not limit the maximum operating
frequency. Inertial dampers do however restrict the dynamic
performance and introduce additional physical constraints on
the system due to their size.

'000
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Fig. 9. Braking torque produced by current produced by emf voltage in steady state as a function of frequency w. The torque resembles the torque curve
of an induction mOlor. There is a minimum torque at frequency pw = -.13£, which means for higher frequencies the derivative becomes positive. A positive
derivative generates a destabilising effect because the change in produced torque due to small disturbances in w amplify the disturbance rather than dampening
it.

Stability all8rion for undamped Mineb88 K223

o.
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Fig. 10. The motor stability criterion against nonnalised frequency. The
K223 is a small motor with a very small inertia, such that the instability
occurs much later than excpected. For a motor without damping the criterion
will always have negative slope in w.

boundary is given in appendix II. When the damping is zero,
instability is reached when:

( . / R2 + p2w 2L2 + pA", LpA", ) (i + k)
V 2JJR2+p2w 2L2 d 2L (II)

- V sin(b + arctan(:;L)) < 0

For frequency zero, the motor is stable as ~ > O. For
increasing frequency the expression as a whole decreases
monotonously, and at a certain point the instability border is
crossed. The frequency for which this happens will lie very
close to pw = ¥when the inertia J is large, and will be higher
than that when the inertia is very small. The criterion for the
Minebea K223 is shown in figure 10. The K223 is a very small
motor with a small inertia such that instability is only reached
at well over twice the expected frequency.

Neglecting the inertia dependent part, the instability can be
intuitively understood. The instability occurs when the voltage
in the d-axis «(pid + 1!fr)J R2 + p2w2£2) is not enough to
compensate the voltage in the d-axis demanded by the load
(V sin(b + arctan( :;L))'

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 7
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Introducing damping to the stepper motor makes it more
stable, since the damping always dissipates energy from the
disturbance oscillations. Appendix III shows the calculation of
the stability boundary for the motor with damping. Including
damping, and again neglecting the inertia tenns the motor will
be stable if:

B(R2 +p2w2£2) (2~((RJ±BL)2 +p2w2£2))
+RPAm(2pid£ + PAm) (2~((iuJBL)2 + p2w2£2))
- (2RJjBL)2 (pAmPV(Rcos(8) + ]XU£sin(8))) > 0

(12)
An extra stabilising tenn is introduced, which is scaled by

B(R2 + p2w2£2). The contribution of this tenn rises with fre
quency, which can be explained physically because the friction
torque produced by the damping rises with frequency. The
damping tenn grows quadratically with the frequency, while
the destabilising tenns drops only linearly. Therefore for high
enough frequencies the motor will reach a stable area again.
Naturally this only holds if there is a valid operating point,
meaning the motor can produce enough torque to overcome the
damping friction. If enough damping is introduced the motor
will be stable for all frequencies.

-10~~:-------::-----::--~4'------:5'-----:6:----::-----::-----::---.J"O
Frequency normalised by RIl

2.5

o
" 1.5
j
~

I '
S0.5

-0.5

/
/

!

I
/

deviation in w. This effect was caused by the fact that the
magnet, which produces a constant field, views the rest of
the motor as an induction machine. The braking torque due
to the current caused by the emf shows a similar frequency
dependence to the induction machine.

Other synchronous machines that are driven in open loop
such as turbo generators in power plants would also experi
ence instability if no measures were taken. To counter that
instability those generators are fitted with damping cages,
which dampen any oscillations that are superimposed on the
synchronous rotation of the generator but do not effect the
steady state rotation itself. These damper cages suppress all
frequencies other than the synchronous frequency, and as
such have an important function in offering protection against
disturbances on the net.

This section aims to implement a controller that has the
same goal as the damping cage: to dampen oscillations super
imposed on the steady state rotation whilest not dissipating
energy when the motor is in steady state.

Since it is not possible to fit already existing stepper motors
with damping cages, the approach chosen is to mimic a
damping cage. The phase currents are measured, and these
are used to control the phase input voltage amplitude and
phase. When an oscillation occurs in the motor the controller
will manipulate the input voltage vector such that energy
is dissipated from the oscillation but not from steady state
rotation just like a damping cage would do.

3.1. The Ideal Rotating TransFormer

To implement the model of (3) the currents in the motor
have to be modeled in (d, q) coordinates, while the phase
voltages are applied at the stator side in (n, {3) coordinates.
The Ideal Rotating TransFonner (IRTF) [7] is a tool that
separates the motor into three domains; the stator-, the rotor
and the mechanical domain. The IRTF allows power to move
between these domains but it does not dissipate any power
itself, nor does it store any energy.. Schematically a motor
model using an IRTF is shown in figure 14.

Fig. I I. The stability criterion for the hybrid stepper motor including
damping. The blue line is almost the same as in the no-damping case. The
green line is the extra time introduced by the damping, and the red line is
the combination of the two. Because the red line grows quadratically while
the blue falls only linearly the motor will always reach another stable area
for higher frequencies.

Introducing damping also has a downside, since for very
high frequencies the motor cannot produce enough torque
to overcome the damping torque. That means that for those
frequencies the motor cannot rotate in steady state. This effect
is represented because for those frequencies there no valid
operation point can be found for the system.

3. PROPOSED CONTROL METHOD

In the previous section the instability was shown to be
caused by current produced by the emf. For certain frequencies
the change in current due to a small deviation in rotation speed
w will produce a change in torque that increases the original

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors

Mechanical
Domain

1t
Stator

II t\ Ideal II t\
Rotor

Domain
Rotating

Domain
~ V TransFormer ~ V

Fig. 14. Block diagram of a model using an ideal Rotating TransFormer.
Note that the IRTF itself has no internal states and does not dissipate energy.

An IRTF model represents the current flowing in the motor
phases as a vector which can be viewed in different coordinate
systems. The IRTF rotates the vector of current in the motor
between stator and rotor coordinates over the absolute rotor

8



rotor ftux

Vector Rotation

stator current

Vector Rotation

rotor ftux
rotor current

rotor current

Fig. 12. Simulink implementation of an Ideal Rotating TransFonner. The current- and flux vectors are rotated over angles of ±p8 by multiplying them with
e'fp(/. The produced torque is given by taking the cross product of the rotor flux vector and the rotor current vector.

angle angular speed Inertia
theta omega

Friction

Permanent Magnet

d-axis
1 !Inductance

q-axis -K
1 !Inductance

Current in d-q

IRTF

L.------------l<;14------'

1
la

.-----~:r \------.1 Psi_ss

Flux in a-b

Phase a resistance

'---< Rs...--+----1~

'----< Rst+----oOt--1

L.--------1~pThela Torque \----------'

Phase b resistance
Current in a-b

Fig. 13. Implementation of stepper motor model (3) using an [RTF in Simulink. The stator side is shown on the left, the rotor side on the right and the
mechanical part is represented by the green part in the top.

angle pB. It does the same with the vector of motor flux. In
the version of the IRTF used the stator produces the flux,
which is rotated to rotor coordinates. The rotor produces a
current from the input flux which is then transfonned back
into stator coordinates. If the angle between the current and
torque vectors is not equal to zero, the motor produces torque.
The torque is then given by viewing the part of the current
vector that is perpendicular to the flux vector. Mathematically
the torque is given by the cross product between the torque
and current vectors. The simulink model of the IRTF used is
shown in figure 12.

The IRTF enables seperate modeling of the stator and
the rotor. In the case of the model of (3) the total model

consists of two phases with a resistance, an inductance and
a source of emf. This can be implemented using the IRTF
by representing the stator phases with a resistance, and the
rotor with inductances. The pennanent magnet is modeled by
a fixed source offlux in the direction of the d-axis on the rotor.
Modeling the stepper motor in this way results in a Simulink
model as shown in figure 13.

It is very important to realize that the model of figure 13
is mathematically equivalent to the model of (3). The proof
of equivalence can be found in appendix IV. Modeling of the
stepper motor using an IRTF has some key advantages:

• All the states are directly visible and accessible, which
gives insight in the system behaviour. Also the flux in the

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 9
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Fig. 16. Block diagram of stepper motor with controller. The controller
outputs the phase voltages to the stepper motor, and uses the rotor angle to
detect oscillations superimposed on the synchronous frequency. When there
are oscillations it adepts the voltage to dampen these oscillations.

3.2. Controller structure

The controller proposed in this paper tries to mimic the
damping cage. When oscillation occur in the movement of
the rotor the controller adjusts the voltage to counter effect
the oscillation. Schematically the controller is shown in the
figure 16.

are introduced by the controller, namely the cutoff frequency
of the highpass filter A and the controller gain K. The
system including the controller is given by (13). Note that
f:!.V = K(PWst - p8 - HI - H 2), and that W s is the applied
source frequency.

The controller is tested by speeding up the K223 stepper
motor, both for the motor without controller and for the motor
including the controller. During the experiment a 5 Hz square
wave disturbance torque of 10% of the nominal motor torque.
The responses for the open loop and the controlled system are
shown in figure 17.

3.3. Speed and angle observer

To control the stepper motor reliably infonnation about the
actual stepper motor angle and speed is very useful. The only
infonnation available when an encoder is not used are the
phase voltages and the phase currents. Multiple attempts have
been made at estimating the rotor position and speed from
these available signals [13], [15], [14], [10]. The solution
proposed by Yang in [10], which uses a Phase Locked Loop
(PLL) is the most recent contribution and is the most suitable
in this application. The observer implementation in Simulink
is shown in figure 18.

The observer measures the emf voltage and uses this voltage
to lock a PLL resulting in an estimation for angle and angular
speed of the motor. Rewriting 2 to isolate the emf voltage we
have:

pGStepper

pG

Controller

motor can be viewed/altered directly.
• The stator and the rotor are seperately modeled. This

means that effects can be modeled in the place where they
actually physically occur. For instance reluctance effects
and magnet emf can be modeled on the rotor side.

• The model is valid for any input wavefonn and any type
of rotor movement, so also out of sync behaviour can be
analysed.

( Vemf..a ) = ( -R PWL) ( ~a ) + ( Va )
Vemf-J3 -pwL -R 2{3 v{3

(16)
The implementation of this emf calculation is shown in the

left part of figure 18. The emf voltages are used to obtain an

(IS)

(
PAm sin(p8)w )

-PAm cos(p8)w

(
-R-L~ 0

o -R-L~

+ ( ~; ) dt

(
Vemf..a )
Vemf_{3

t -Asin(pwt + ¢)pw = -pwi{3
~ A cos(pwt + ¢)pw = pwia

Combining (15) with (14) gives an expression for the emf
voltage which depends solely on directly available voltages
and currents, and the applied frequency w which is also
available. The result from combining the equations is:

(14)
For positive angular speed w the current in phase a will be

90 degrees ahead of the current in phase (3, such that for some
A and ¢ the phase currents can be described by:

i a A cos(pwt + ¢)
i{3 A sin(pwt + ¢)

Because the phase currents are hannonic functions of the
same frequency pw their derivatives can be written as a
function of the phase currents themselves:

The controller steers the phase voltages that are inputs to the
motor. In steady state rotation the input voltage is a rotating
vector. When the angle of the rotor is greater than it should
be in steady state the controller scales down the voltage. This
will cause the rotor to move back towards the steady state
rotation, and removes energy from oscillations superimposed
on the steady state rotation.

The controller subtracts the actual rotor angle from the
steady state rotor angle. The resulting difference angle is
filtered with a second order high pass filter which has a cutoff
frequency at 10 Hz. Any oscillations are assumed to have a
higher frequency than 10Hz, since the oscillations that are
associated with instability are at the motors natural frequency.
If any oscillations are present the controller makes a f:!. V
which is added to the amplitude of the input voltage vector.
The f:!.V is always in the direction to counter the oscillation
causing it. The controller implementation is shown in figure
15.

Note that to implement this controller the rotor angle needs
to be known to the controller. Since the only infonnation
that is known are the phase currents and voltages, the exact
rotor angle is not known. However, an approximate angle can
be computed from the known signals using and observer, as
described in the next section.

Since the proposed controller is completely linear, it can
be included in the system equations. Because the high pass
filter has two states, the system including the controller will
be of the sixth order. The extra states introduced by the high
pass filter are named HI and H2. Another two variables

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 10
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id -R pw a 0 a 0 id (V +LI. V) cos(pw. -pO)
L L

iq -pw -R -pAm 0 0 0 iq
(V +LI. V) sin(pw. -pO)

~
L dt.d w a -B 0 0 0 w

J J + J (13)
dt a a 1 a 0 0 a

a a a -pA -A 0 APWst
a a a -pA -A -A Apwst

High Pass Filter

Fig. 15. Simulink implementation of the controller. Inputs are stator frequency pw.• , nominal voltage V, and the actual rotor angle pO. The controller adjusts
the amplitude of the voltage vector to dampen oscillations on the rotor angle.

Speeding up a Minebea K223 stepper motor.

3
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Fig. 17. Simulated response of Minebea K223 when increasing rotation speed. The open loop system is clearly unstable, while the controlled system does
not suffer from the instability at all. During the experiment the motor is subjected to a 5 Hz square wave disturbance torque of 10% of the maximum molar
torque.

estimate for the motor angle pO = pO + pOerr' This is achieved
by multiplying them with the cosine (or sine) of the estimate
angle and adding them together in the following manner:

Vemf_a cos(pO) + Vem f_13 sin(pO)
= PAm sin(pO)w cos(pO + pOerr)

-PAm cos(pO)wsin(pO + pOerr)
= -PAmw sin(pOerr)
~ -PAmwpOerr

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 11
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Fig. 18. Simulink model of the rotor angle and speed observer. The observer first calculates the emf voltages from the phase voltages and the phase currents.
The infonnation contained in the emf about rotor angle is used as input for a phase locked loop (PLL), which tracks the rotor angle and speed.

This result is divided by PAmPW such that only the error
angle Berr is left. The PI controller with the feedback through
the multiplication with the sine/cosine of the estimated angle
will force the error angle Berr to zero. The transfer function
from angle to estimated angle becomes:

Kp.,.; (Kp + -' )pBerr
S

(K + K i ) (pw _ p.,.;)
p S S S

p.,.; Kps + K i

Pw s2 + Kps + K i

By selecting values for K p and K i the observer poles can
be placed at will. Selecting proper values will assure good
tracking of the rotor frequency and angle. In simulations, good
tracking was achieved using K p = 1000, K i = 5000. The
tracking of the observer is shown in figure 19.

3.4. Other ways to control the stepper motor

Of course, the proposed method is not the only way to
stabilise hybrid stepper motors. If the observer tracking were
perfect then all states would be observable, and there is a
lot of freedom in placing the eigenvalues of the total system.
For example a normal servo controller can be implemented
[10]. A similar option is presented in [II]. Other publications
describing control algorithms are described in [13], [15], [17],
[18].

4. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Hybrid stepper motors are widely used, even though most
users do not fully understand their dynamics. Most research
into stepper motor theory was done before 1985, and the
common driving principles were developed in those days.
Since then computing power has become a lot cheaper, to
the point where small microprocessors are now less costly
evn than encoder wheels. This effect has greatly extended the
posibilities for stepper motor operation. Complex waveform

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors

drivers, and current sensing applications are now available at
low costs.

However, most stepper motor users still work with full
step current chopping drivers. The main disadvantages of
this technique are power inefficiency and excessive noise
generation. Especially at low frequencies a lot of power is
wasted by employing full-step current driving. To make the
switch to more complicated ways of driving stepper motors
profound knowledge about the motor dynamics is needed.
Since this is not available to most users and ready made
solutions so far remain absent it may still take some time
before novel driving techniques find their way to mainstream
users.

In this paper the instability in stepper motors was shown to
be caused by the braking torque which results from the current
produced by the emf. The derivative of the this torque with
respect to rotation frequency w was shown to be positive for all
frequencies greater than Pw = !J':. For all those frequencies the
emf braking torque exerts a destabilising effect on the motor.
If the motor actually becomes unstable was shown to depend
on viscous damping B and rotating inertia J.

Stability conditions are formulated that allow to predict
exactly for what frequency the instability will occur, both
for motors with and for motors without viscous damping.
The instability is shown to start at Pw = !J': when there is
no damping and the inertia is large enough. For motors with
smaller inertias the instability was shown to start at higher
frequency. The viscous damping term B was shown to have a
stabilising effect on the motor at all times, and for any value
of B the stability condition can be plotted showing for which
frequencies to expect instability.

A controller was designed and implemented in Simulink
for the K223 stepper motor. The proposed controller adjusts
the source voltage when it detects the motor is not in steady
state. In simulations the motor which is unstable in open loop
is stabilised by the proposed controller. The controller uses
an observer which tracks the rotor load angle and angular
speed from the phase voltages and currents. The observer was
also implemented in Simulink, and showed good tracking for
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Oulput of observer when speeding up the Minebea K223
2.5,----,--------,-------r-----;:::c=======:::::;l

0.5

0.5 1.5
Ume[s)

2 2.5 3

Fig. 19. Tracking of the observer during the speeding up of the Minebea K223 experiment. Although there is a steady state tracking error, the high frequency
behaviour of the observer is quite good. For very low frequencies the observer does not function very well due to the lack of emf voltage.

higher frequencies.
Future research in this project could be to implement the

controller into the actual setup. Unfortunately the implemen
tation could not be finished in time to include it in this report.
Although the nonlinear simulations suggest the results which
were obtained by linearisation are correct, measurements
would have to be done to verity the instability conditions and
the correct functioning of the controller and observer. Also it
would be valuable to compare the prestations of the proposed
controller with other controllers both in simulation and in the
actual setup.

Because the equations become rather cumbersome, an an
alytical proof of stability for the controller is currently not
presented. That is still an open question, as is rewriting the
strongly nonlinear stability criteria to isolate frequency w. If
w could be isolated an analytical expression for the instability
frequency would be available, and the stability threshhold
would not have to be deduced from a graph of the criterion.
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ApPENDIX I
CALCULATING THE OPERATING POINT

This appendix shows the calculation of the steady state operating point for the stepper motor based on the model presented
earlier as (6), which is restated here as (17). In this system the load torque T1 and the rotation frequency w considered input
variables.

(

i
d

) (-R/Ld Zq -pw
dt w 0

() 0

pw

-R/L
pAm/J

o

o
-pAm/L
-E/J

1

o ) ( id) (VCOS(O)/L)o i q + V sin(o)/L
o w -TlfJ
o () 0

(17)

From this system of equations the steady state solution can be calculated by putting ~ = ~ = '7t = ~~ = 0, and finding
the values for id' iq and 0 that satisfy the resulting equations. Looking at the equation resulting from putting ~ = 0 results
in an intermedate solution for i d and 0 given in (18):

did = 0
dt

R. V (£) .-IZd + L cos U + PWZq

pwL. V
R Zq + R cos(0) (18)

The intermediate result from (18) can be used to find an intermediate result for i q and 0 from the equation associated with
. di" 0puttmg dt = .

di q

dt
o

Rearranging to isolate i q :

(19)

Closer inspection of (19) shows that the relation between i q and 0 is determined by both a sine and a cosine function. These
two functions can be combined to form one single harmonic function as shown below:

Rsin(o) - pwLcos(o)

(20)

In the above expression the offset angle cPo is introduced, which is described by cPo = arctan ( l7f). This offset angle is

caused by the complex phase impedance and not by any load in the system. Substituting the above result in the intermediate
expression for i q and 0 yields a new intermediate expression as shown in (21):

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors

(21)
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(22)

Examining the equation for '7t directly gives a simple equation for i q :

cU..J pAm. Bw T/
dt J2q - J - J
o pAmiq-Bw-T/

Bw+TI

pAm

Now there are two equations for i q in steady state, one of which is dependent of o. This means that by combining (21) with
(22) the operating point for the load angle 0 can be calculated.

So the load angle consists of an offset part given by the arctangent and a load part. In the load part of the angle again two
different effects can be noticed. The first term in the arcsine is due to load torque and friction, while the second is to overcome
the braking effect of the emf.

The operating point for id is best calculated from the intermediate result (18) because filling in the values for 0 and i q only
gives a very long equation that cannot be simplified. So summarizing the operating points for steady state rotation are given
by:

Bw+Tt

pAm

. ((BW + T1h/R2 + p2w2£2 PAmwR)-I.
arCSIn + + '1'0

pAm V V JR2 + p2w2L2

pwL. V
R 2q + Ii cos(0)

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors

(23a)

(23b)

(23c)
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ApPENDIX II
CALCULATION OF THE POINT OF INSTABILITY

In this appendix the frequency at which the motor first becomes unstable is calculated. To this end the eigenvalues of the
linearised system matrix are examined analytically, by making use of the Routh-Hurwitz theorem. The resulting stability criteria
are analysed and it is shown the motor stability depends on only one of them. Finally, an analytical expression for the point
of instability is formulated.

View the linearised system equations of (9) which are restated here as (24) for clarity.

[

8~d 1 [-R/Ld 8zq _ -Pw
dt 8w - 0

88 0

Pw
-R/L
pAm/J

o

piq pVsin(8)/L 1
-(pid + pAm/L) -pVcos(8)/L

-B/J 0
1 0

(24)

The system becomes unstable when at least one of the eigenvalues of the matrix has positive real value. The eigenvalues of
the matrix are given by solving det(sI - A) = 0 for s.

pVsin(8)/L )
- PVCr(8)/L

where

lsI - AI u~ ~ n-cr p~~~ -~,_¥;m/L)
s + R/L -pw -piq -pV sin(8)/L

pw s + R/L pid + pAm/ L pV cos(8)/L
o -pAm/J s+B/J 0
o 0 -1 s

4 B R 3 R B PAm . pAm R 2
2 2 ) 2

S + (J + 2I )s + (2I J + J (]J2d + L) + (£2 + P w ) S

( B(R
2 2 2)) RpAm (. PAm) PAm ( . pVcos(8)))

+ J £2 + P w + I J ]J2d + L + J PWPZq + L s +

(
R pAm pV cos(8) pAm pV sin(8))
IJ L +PWJ L

as4 + bs3 + cs2 + ds + e

a 1
b fl. + 23.

J L 2

C 2f!J + ~(pid + ~) + (~ + p2w2) (25)
d !J(~ + p2W 2)) + f~(pid + qm.) + ~(pwpiq + pV c~s(8))
e f~pVct(8) +Pw~pVst(8)

According to the Routh-Hurwitz theorem the solutions to S4 + bs3 + cs2 + ds + e = 0 have negative real parts if:

where

Ibl
b

I ~ ~ I
bc- d

b 1 0
deb
Oed

bed - d2
- eb2

b 100
deb 1
Oed c
000 e
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bcde - d2e - b2e2

e~3

Due to the number of arguments the computation of the exact instability is rather complex. If it is assumed that the damping
parameter B which is always positive or zero contributes in a stabilising manner the worst case stability would be at B = O.
This assumption can be justified by the fact that the damping will always dissipate energy from any oscillation. Also, the
observation made in section 2 that the root locus is shifted towards the left halfplane by increasing the damping B supports
this assumption. If the damping parameter B is set to zero, the characteristic polynomial factors of (25) reduce to:

a 1
b 211

L 2

c ~(pid+~)+(~+p2w2) (27)
d ~~(pid +~) + ~(pwpiq + pVcZS(6»)

e = ~~pVczs(6) + pw~pvs2'(6)

Note that since the system starts in steady state pid = l!7fpiq + 1!f cos(b). This equality can be used to further simplify d
in (27):

d RpAm (. PAm) pAm ( . pVcos(b))
1,J rnd + L + J pwrnq + L

RPAm . PAm pAm (R .
L J (rnd + L) + J 1,PZd )

R PAm (2 . + PAm)
LJ rnd L

Using these parameters the stability criteria of (26) can be examined.

> o
o

> 0

~l

b >
2!!:.

L

This criterion is always satisfied for positive phase resistance R and inductance L. Since R and L are positive in any stepper
motor this stability criterion is always satisfied. The second criterion gives:

~2 > 0

bc-d > a
R R

2
2 2 PAm . PAm)) RPAm . PAm)

21,((£2 +pw )+J(rnd+ L -1,J(2rnd+ L > a
2 R (R

2
22) RPAmPAm > 0

1, L2 +pw +1,LJ

For positive values of phase resistance R, inductance L, number of rotor teeth P, magnet flux linkage Am and inertia J the
second criterion for stability will always be satisfied. All of the named parameters will be positive in any stepper motor which
means this criterion is actually always satisfied as well. Since ~4 = e~3 the fourth criterion reduces to e > O. This simple
fourth criterion is examined first for the sake of simplicity.

>

>

>

>

a
a
a
o
o
o

o>

>

e >
R PAm pV cos(b) PAm pV sin(b)
1,J L +PWJ L
RPAmPV cos(b) + pwLPAmPV sin(b)

pAmPV(Rcos(b) + pwLsin(b))

(Rcos(b) + pwLsin(b))

JR2 + p2w2£2sin(b + arctan(~l))

sin (arCSin ( pAmwR ) + arctan( PWR
L

) + arctan( !!:.-l))
V JR2 + p2w2L2 pw

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors 17
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. ( . ( pAmwR ) ~) 0Sin arcsin +- >
V JR2 + p2w2£2 2

. ( pAmwR ) ~

0< arcsin <
V J R2 + p2w2L2 2

0<
pAmwR

< 1
V J R2 + p2W 2L2

This criterion will always be met when all of the motor parameters are postive, and the voltage is high enough to overcome
the emf voltage. This assumption was already made in section 2, so this criterion is always satisfied as well. Because the first,
second and fourth stability criteria are always satisfied, stepper motor stability depends only on the third criterion:

in which we have:

bed 2!!:. (PAm ( . + PAm) + (R
2

+ 2 2)) (!!:.PAm (2 . + PAm))
L J Jnd L £2 P w L J Jnd L

R
2

pAm (PAm(2' +2PAm)(2' +PAm )+2(R
2

+ 2 2)(2' +PAm))
£2 J J Jnd L Jnd L £2 P W Jnd L

(
!!:. PAm (2pid + PAm)) 2
L J L

(
R

2
PAm) PAm ((2 . + PAm )(2 . + PAm))

£2 J J Jnd L Jnd L

(
!!:.PAmpVCOS(8) PAmPVSin(8)) (2!!:.)2
L J L +pw J L L

R
2

pAm (4!!:.PVCOS(8) 4 PVSin(8))
£2 J L L + Pw L

(
R

2
PAm) (PAm PAm (2' PAm) 2( R

2
2w2)(2' PAm))

£2 J L J Jnd + J + £2 + P Jnd + L

_ (R
2

PAm) ((4!!:.PVCOS(8) 4 PVSin(8)))
£2 J L L + Pw L

(
R

2
PAm) ((2 R

2
2 2 2 PAm PAm )(2' PAm) _ (4!!:. pV cos(8) 4 pV sin(8) ))(28)

£2 J £2 + P w + L J Jnd + L L L + Pw L

It is easier to view this stability condition without the term (~~) first. This term will be much smaller then

(2~ + 2p2w 2
) for any significantly large value for rotating inertia J. The stability boundary will be shown to lie at exactly

Pw = ~ when this term is neglected. The extra term can be added again later to view its effect. Neglecting this term for now
leaves:

(
R

2
PAm) (2(R

2
2 2)(2' PAm) _ (4!!:.pVcos(8) 4 PVSin(8)))

£2 J £2 + P W Jnd + L L L + Pw L

The resulting expression needs to be greater than zero to satisfy the stability criterion:

bed - d2 - eb2 > 0

(
R

2
PAm) (2( R

2
2 2)(2' PAm) _ (4!!:. pV cos(8) 4 pV Sin(8))) > 0

L2 J £2 + P W Jnd + L L L + Pw L

(
2(R

2
2 2)(2' PAm) _ (4RpVcos(8) 4 PVSin(8))) > 0

£2 + P W Jnd + L L L + Pw L

((R2+ p2w2L2)(pid + p;z.) - (RpV cos(8) + pwLpV Sin(8))) > 0
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((R2+p2W2L2)(id+~)-V(RCOS(8)+1X"JLSin(8))) > a

( (R2+p2W2L2)(id+ Am)-VJR2+p2w2£2(Sin(8+arctan(~)))) > a
2L 1X"JL

( JR2 + p2w2£2(id + ~2) - V(sin(8 + arctan(:L)))) > a

The steady state values for id and 8 from (Sa) can be filled in now. They are restated here for sake of clarity:

V
R cos 8

. ( PAmRw) 1X"JLarcsm + arctan (-R )
V JR2 + p2W2£2

When these values are put into the stability condition the following expressions are obtained:

> a

> a

> a

> aJR2 + p2w2£2(id + Am) - V(sin(8 + arctan(~ )))
2L 1X"JL

JR2+p2W2L2(~COS(8)+~2)-V(Sin(8+arctan(:L))) > a

J R2 + p2w2L2 (R
V

cos (arCSin ( pAmRw ) + arctan (1X"J
R

L
)) + A2mL) ...

V J R2 + p2W2L2

. . ( PAmRw) 1X"JL R- V(sm(arcstn + arctan (-R ) + arctan(-L)))
V J R2 + p2W2£2 1X"J

J R2+ p2w2£2(R
V

cos (arCSin ( pAmRw ) + arctan (1X"J
R

L
)) + A2mL ) ...

V J R2 + p2w2L2

( . ( . ( pAmRw ) 7r))-V sm arcsm + -
V JR2 + p2W2£2 2

. / 2 2 2 2 V ( . ( PAm Rw ) 1X"JL ) AmV R + P W L (R cos arcsm + arctan (-R) + 2L)···
V JR2 + p2w2L2

. ( pAmRw )- V (cos(arcsm ))
V JR2 + p2W2L2

For W = a the resulting expression evaluates to >'rLR which is obviously positive. This means the system is stable for low
frequencies. The expression always has negative slope when it is viewed as a function of w. This means there will be exactly
one frequency at which the expression crosses the stability boundary of zero. Above this frequency the stability criterion is
not satisfied and the motor is unstable if there is no damping B. It can be shown that this happens at frequency 1X"J = ~ by
evaluating the expression for exactly this frequency.

J R2 + p2w2£2( V cos (arCSin ( pAmRw ) + arctan (1X"J
R

L
)) + ALm) ...

R V JR2 + p2w2£2 2

. ( pAmRw )-V(cos(arcsm ))
V JR2 + p2W2£2

J R2 V ( (A R11) 11 L) AR2 + L2 £2( R cos arcsin m L + arctan ( L
R

) + 2L
m

) ...
VJR2 + ~£2

(
AmR/f )- V (cos(arcsin ))

VJR2 + ~£2

In V ( ( AmR ) ) Am ( AmR )V 2R( R cos arcsin V V2L + arctan 1 + 2L) - V(cos(arcsin V V2L ))
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In ( ( AmR) 7[") ( AmR ) Am J2Rv2Vcos arcsin ~ +- -V(cos(arcsin ~ ))+
Vv2L 4 Vv2L 2L

There are some very interesting goniometric equations that can be used here. These are cos(arcsin(x)) =~, and also
J2cos(arcsin(x) +~) =~ - x. When these are used the expression reduces to:

v 1 _ ( AmR ) 2 _ V ( AmR ) _ V 1 _ ( AmR ) 2 + Am J2R
VJ2L VJ2L VJ2L 2L

= 0

This means the condition for stability of (28) shows that the stepper motor is at the edge of instability when ]XtJ = ~, under

the assumption that the damping parameter B equals zero, and that(~~)« (2~ +2p2w2
). When B is greater than

zero a lot of extra damping terms are introduced that help the stability, though the frequency at which the motor becomes
unstable does change by much.

Also, when the inertia J is very small, (~~) < < (2~ + 2p2w2) no longer holds and an extra stabilising term has to
be included. This extra term will increase the frequency at which the motor becomes unstable. An insightful description of the
stability boundary can be easily deducted from (28), by writing the condition in an orderly fashion:

(JR2 + p2w 2L2 + PAmLPAm )(id + AmL ) - V sin(o + arctan(~)) > 0
2J J R2 + p2w 2L2 2 ]XtJL
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APPENDIX III
STABILITY WHEN DAMPING IS INVOLVED

This appendix aims to do a similar calculation as was made in appendix II but now also including the damping parameter B.
Introducing damping into the system increases the stability since the damping will always dissipate energy of any oscillations
in the system. The characteristic polynomial of the system is given by as4 + bs3 + cs2 + ds + e. The factors in the polynomial
are have been calculated in appendix II as 25, and are restated here including the simplification made for d:

a
b
e

d
e

The system again will be stable when:
b > 0

be-d> 0
bed - d2 - eb2 > 0

e > 0

It is very easy to show the first, second and fourth stability criteria are still always satisfied. The fourth criterion did not
change, and the other two only get positive tenns added such that they will still always be satisfied. So again the interesting
criterion is the third one:

bed - d2 - eb2 (~ + 2~)(2~~ + ~(pid + ~) + (~ + p2w2))(~(~ + p2w2)) + E~(2pid + ~)) ...
_(~(.;- + p2w2)) + ~~(2pid + ~))2 _ (~~PVc~s(6) + pw~Jvsln(6»)(~ + 2~?
(~(~ + p2w 2) + ~~(2pid + ~)) (2~((~ + ~)2 + p2w 2) + ~(lJpid +~~ + ~~)) ...
_ (2~ + ~)2 (~~PVC~(6) +pw~PV~n(6»)

Similar to the nodamping situation, here we have ~(~pid +~~ + ~~) « 2~(( ~ + ~)2 + p2w2) for any significant
value of rotating inertia J. Assuming enough inertia, that part can be neglected yielding:

bed - d2 - eb2 (~(~ + p2w2) + ~ ~(2pid + ~)) (2~(( ~ + ~)2 + p2w2)) ...

_ (2~ + ~)2 (~~PVC~S(6) +pw~PVSt(6»)

(rh) (B(R2 + p2w2£2) + RpAm (2pid£ + PAm)) (2~(( RJjBL? + p2w 2£2)) ...

- (rh) (2RJjBL)2 (pAmPV(Rcos(b) + pw£sin(b)))

Comparing to the situation without damping the key addition is the tenn of B(R2 + p2w2£2). This tenns is represents the
stabilising effect of the damping which obviously increases with frequency. The stability criterion for the motor with significant
inertia, and some damping now becomes:

(B(R2 + p2w2£2) + RpAm(2pid£ + PAm)) (2~(( RJjBL)2 + p2w2£2)) ...

- (2RJjBL)2 (pAmPV(Rcos(b) + pw£sin(b))) > 0

Understanding instability in hybrid stepper motors
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ApPENDIX IV
PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE OF IRTF BASED MODEL AND BASIC MODEL

In this appendix the IRTF based model is inspected more closely. Full mathematical equivalence is proven for the basic
stepper motor model given by (I) and the IRTF model introduced in section I. The electrical part of the IRTF model is shown
in vector format in figure 20. All components are complex, with the real part corresponding to phase n and the complex part
representing {3.

IRTF

Permanent Magnet

l-_s",t",ato",-,-,-,FI""ux,---+! PsLss Psi_s' f-----"R""ot""or-'-'FI""ux'-----I~

Rotor Current

Stator Current

Fig. 20. Electrical part of the IRTF model. Note that this is the vector version of the model such that all the data lineslblocks are two dimensional (complex).
The real part always corresponds to phase a, while the imaginary part corresponds to phase {3.

To prove equivalence it is shown that the phase currents in the IRTF model obey the same differential equation as in the
basic model, and that the torque that is produced by the IRTF is also exactly the same as in the basic model. The notation
in the following derivation is superscript's' for stator current or flux, and superscript 'r' for current/flux in rotor coordinates.
The expression for stator current is as follows:

JS Fe1po

(<1>r - A)!..ejPO
L

(<1>8 e- jpO- A)!..ejPO
L

((V - JS R)~e-jpO - A)!..ejPO
S L

sLIs ((V - JS R)e- jpO - sA)ejPO

V - I" R - sAe1P(}

V JS R + sLJS + sAejpB

JS R + L dIS + A!!:.-e1PO (30)
dt dt

In (30) the real part corresponds to phase n, and the imaginary part corresponds to phase {3. If the real part and the complex
part are examined seperately the differential equations for the phases are obtained.

(31)

~(V) = ~ (I" R + L dIS + A!!:.-ejpO )
dt dt

. dia d )
iaR + Ldj" + Adt cos(pB

~(V) = ~ (JS R + L dIS + A!!:.-ejPO )
dt dt

i{3R + L d;: + A:t sin(pB) (32)

The differential equations resulting from the IRTF model that are given by (31) and (32) exactly match the differential
equations given in (I a) and ( Ib). This means the electrical part of the IRTF model behaves exactly according to the basic
model of (1). The last equation that needs to be verified is the one for torque. The IRTF produces torque when the flux vector
in the motor is not aligned with the current vector. The equation of torque produced by the IRTF is given by:

T -JS X <1>8
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Where x denotes the cross product. The current and flux which are two dimensional vectors are viewed as being three
dimensional with the third dimension value being zero. So 1" = (Iex> 1(3,0). The resulting torque is then described by:

T -1" x <I>s

-1" x (<I>r ejp9)

-1" x (r L + >'m)ejplJ

-1" x (Ise- jpIJ L + >'m)dplJ

_Is x (Is L + >'mdpIJ)

(-Ion -1(3,0) x [(IaL, I(3L, 0) + (>'m cos(P8), >'m sin(p8), 0)]

(- la, - 1(3,0) x (IaL + >'m cos(p8) , I(3L + >'m sin(p8), 0)

(0,0, -IaI(3L - Ia>'m sin(p8) + I(3IaL + I(3)'m cos(P8))

(0,0, -Ia>'m sin(p8) + I(3)'m cos(p8))

Which is again exactly equal to the torque of the basic model described in (I c). Since the describing equations of the basic
model (I) are all perfectly matched by the IRTF model, both models are equivalent.
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